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"1 am beginning to think that Hungarians  are at their worst when things

go Wall . . . they would sooner be stupid in their own way than sensible
in anybody else's: and there is every sign that when they recover  com-
plete freedom of action, they Will carry this principle a good deal
further." (From Harry A. Siepmann's  letter to Montagu  Norman, Budapest,
25th November, 1925).





INTRODUCTION*

One of the basic assumptions  of the 1924 stabilization in Hungary was
that as soon as budgetary equilibrium and currency stability is secured
the country's international transactions, both on the current  and capi-

ta1 accounts, Will balante automatically.
In November 1923, Arthur Salter, while talking with Finante  Minister

Tibor Kallsy, emphasized,

"The present /League of Nations/ loan is designed exclusively
for the restoration of budget equilibrium . . . The balante of
payments and shortsge of capita1 constitute separate problems
to be taken care of by themselves, when foreign funds Will be
attracted to this country providing  the Stab proves  to be
viable and currency and fistal stability prevail. This is,
however, a matter for private business rather than for the
present lenders /of the League of Nations Reconstruction
Loan/."

Similar advice was given to Kallsy by the delegation of the League's
Finantial Committee visiting Budapest in March 1924 to put the final
touches to the preparations for Hungary's 'Sanierung': "As to the bal-
ante of payments problem it Will suffice that there should be no re-
strictions and that Bank Rate policy should help /to restore equilib-
ri"m/."2  And practically all the League's documents  on the Hungarian
Scheme expressed the firm belief that once fistal and currency stability
as well as freedom of economic activity within and across the national

boundaries  had been restored, the balante of Hungary's trade and inter-
national payments together with the country's need for foreign capita1
would look after themselves through the natural process of "economic  ad-

aptation". 3

Had the Hungarian  economy been to live "p to the expectations  of the

architects of the 1924 stabilization, it should have been characterized

(1) export staples with relatively high price elasticity  of demand;
(2) margins in real profits and wages large enough to be able to rely

"pon for purposes of adjustment to and price tompetition  on the inter-
national markets;

(3) a movement of laber and capita1 between the different sectors of
the economy not impeded by social, politital and technological con-
straints to any considerable extent. A further important precondition

* The author "ishes  to thank for a generous  grant from the Swedish
Research Council for Humanities and Social Sciences that made poss-
ible the research "pon which the present paper is based.
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of success would have been the simultaneousliberalizationofinternational
economic intercourse, particularly among the successor  states of the de-
funct Austro-Hungarian  Empire.

As none of the above conditions prevailed in post-Trianon Hungary and
as the barriers to Central Europe's  economic reintegration had been re-
inforced  rather than eliminated, little, if anything, of London's and
Budapest's  expectations of 1923-24 could come true in the years following
the stabilization.

The predominantly  market-regulated flow of foreign capita1 into the
country, following purely economic (profitability) considerations  on
both the creditor's and the debtor's side, proved to be one of the expec-
tations apt to be belied of actual developments.

The 1924 fistal and monetary stabilization lent to the country's  econ-
omy a better complexion but did not provide it with any effective cure
against  its deep-seated ills. Balanced budget and sound money could
help little to overcome the grave adjustment  problems springing from
the dominante  of a both technologically and organizationally backward
agriculture in the country's  economy, from the consequences of the
Trianon Peace Treaty and from the social-politital rigidities effec-
timly impeding struttural change.

Foreign investors did not fail to realize that the misleading surface
of a good looking currency and orderly publit finances  was covering  an
economy that suffered of low efficiency, high "nit-costs, shrinking
markets  at home and abroad, etc. A glance at Hungary's annual  balantes
of payments for the period under study Will suffice to make anyone agree
with the elementary  wisdom propagated by a contemporary banker: "There

,,4is such a thing as an insolvent country.
Between 1923-1931 the annual average gross foreign investment in

Hungary (excluding  amortizations and repsyments to the country) amounted
to $56.1 millions. More than 82 % of this capita1 was acquired through
the floatation of fixed interest  bearing securities, while enly 7 %
tame through foreign participation  in new issues of Hungarian  shares. 5

An overwhelming share (59 %) of the above 82 %, i.e., of the total of
long- and medium term loans, was contracted by publit authorities, the
Government  and the municipalities. between 1924 and 1931. 6

The paradox of 'sound' publit  finante  vs. an apparently less re-
assuring private business might have encouraged the creditors to prefer
dealing with publit  authorities to that with private enterprise. The
institutional structure of Hungary's borrowing abroad was. however, even



TABLE 1.

1 Current Account
1 Trade
2 Interest  &

dividends
3 Miscellaneous
Total

II Capita1 Account

B)
1

2

Long- & Medium-
Term Capita1
Movements
Amortisation &
re syments
SaPe and purchase
of securities
New foreign loans
New issues of
shares
Sale and purchase
of real estate

*
Hungary's International Balante of Payments, 1923 - 1931

($ millions, tonversion  from Pengös made at par value, $1 = Pengö 5,7176)

1923 1924 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931

-19.62 -27.76 -16.28 -60.88 -64.73 - 7.15 +10.76 + 2.47
+ 0.87 - 2.80 -15.29 -19.80 -24.96 -27.42 -31.78 -35.57
+ 2.22 + 2.64 + 2.76 - 3.22 + 1.94 - 2.76 - 3.15 - 6.19
-16.56 -27.92 -28.81 -83.90 -87.75 -37.33 -24.17 -39.29

- 2.22 -34.40 - 4.84 - 3.85 - 6.94 - 7.75 -19.52 -36.71
- 0.59 + 0.51 + 2.62 - 4.48 + 3.04 - 0. - 4.44 - 3.85
+ 2.75 +48.18 +29.51 +51.53 +52.43 +41. 0: +56.02 f87.57
+ 2.57 + 0.70 + 1.38 + 5.40 + 6.40 + 5.33 + 2.61 + 1.99
+ 0.02 + 0.45 + 0.61 + 0.21 + 0.03 - 0.03 - 0.05

Short-Term Capita1
Movements
Change in the gold,
devizen  & currency
reserves
Change of balante of
other short-term
credit items

- 2.75 - 4.84 +17.33 +10.06 + 0.98 +18.73

+ 3.95
- 0.91 +40.14 +15.39 -11.89 + 1.05 -17.49

Total + 2.53- +19.39 +25.62 +83.90 +87.86 +36.36 +36.67 +50.19
TOTAL (I+II) -14.03 - 8.53 - 3.19 + 0.11 - 0.97 +12.50 +10.90

*
Source: "Mag arors& fizetési mérle e az 1923-1937 Qvekben"

BékePökészltg Osztaly,
Uj Magyar Központi Levéltar, Kiilü yminisztérium,

III-35 ("Hungary's Balante of'payments in the years 1923-1937", a u
Central Archives. Budapest. Foreign Office papers).

ew Hungarian

* No data available for 1925
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more influenced by the fatt that, as a consequence of the war, the
country had to face not only new boundaries but new creditors too.
Vienna, Berlin and Paris, her major creditors in the pm-1914 world,
were replaced by Amsterdam, London and New York.

TABLE 2. Geographical Distribution of Hungary's
Long-Term Loans Publiely Offered Abroad

(US $ millions)

Year U.S.A. England Holland Others Total

1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930

9,000
13,000
16,350
26,500
50,300

30,487

13,365
14,572
31,884
3,916
1,234

2,365

0,643
5,225
2,373
0,300
0,362

Total 115,150 103,458 11,268
% 44.5 40.0 4.4

15,447

1,925
6,784
2,045
2,884

29,085
11.1

65,299
13,000
30,358
48,222
91,341
6,261
4,480

258,961
100.00

Source : Budsy K?ilm&, Magyarorszag és az utodallamok nemzetközi
helyzete (2nd. ed., Budapest, 19311,  p. 110.

In New York, the most important single market for Hungarian issues,
the name of the little Central-European country did not bring too many
things to people's minds. The issue of a Hungarian loan there,

"was a mast difficult business - as James Speyer recollected in
1932 - because  a good many people in our country did not know
where Hungary was. We published books with pictures . . . we had
a regular  campaign in order to let the publit  know the circum-
stances.'17

If the yield was high enough, investment into the obligations of pub-

lic authorities of a country that had been put onto its feet by the
League of Nations might have seemed acceptable despite the country's
belonging to a rather exotit corner of the world. An unknown country's
even less known private firms, however, could entertain little hope
for gaining direct access to the major international capita1 markets.

The chronic deficit on the current account of the country's inter-
national payments  combined with the relatively unfavourable terms im-
posed upon independent private borrowing  pressed  the Hungarian Govern-
ment to promote foreign borrowing  through publit institutions. This
was the point the President of the Hungarian National Bank emphasized



when having talks with a senior official of the Bank of England in
May 1927,

. . . a lorigg"  transitional period is needed before fresh ac-
cumulation  can keep pace with current  needs. During  this
transitional period it is inevitable that publit  and private
indebtedness should  go on increasing. Hungary's  adverse  bal-
ante of payments may be estimated  at som 6 millions of
Pound Sterling per annum. More than half of this amount is
a fixed, irreducible figure representing  the service of
foreign loans already made . . . But private borrowing, es-
pecially for agriculture, is enly possible  at a rate of
interest which scarcely leaves any margin for profit or
saving and is, moreover, always exposed to the risk that
repsyment may suddenly be required . . . Probably, the ad-
varse balante  of payments Will have to be met to a con-
siderable extent by publit  borrowing . . . 11. 8

So far we have enly touched upon motives for the government's get-
ting more intensively involved in actual borrowing and in the organ-
ization of borrowing with a view to increase the total volume of foreign
funds available  for the economy as a whole.

In the emergence of government interference with borrowing activity,
however, the need for restriction did play a role toa.

TABLE 3. Service of Foreign Debts* Related to Exports
and Capita1 Imports (X)

1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931

Merchandise
Exports 14 20 25 20 32 72
Gross Long-Term
Capita1 Imports 62 43 46 68 81 81

* Amortisation,  repsyments,  interest  & dividends

Source: The same as for Table 1.

What in 1924/25  seemed to be a most desirable and beneficial contri-
bution to the country's development, by 1926/27 had coma to be re-
garded as a threat against  the finantial  and monetary stability ac-
complished by the League of Nations' reconstruction work. The data of
Table 3 help to explain why, from 1926 onwards, what was called "the
indiscriminate borrowing by the Hungarians"  was becoming a matter of
grave apprehensions for people in London.
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Foreign borrowing as a mans of balancing the country's international
payments proved to be a weapon  cutting both ways, tending itself to be-
come a major source of the problem that "as to be tackled by it. On the
short run, the actual use of capita1 imports was rather to keep the
country within the system of fixed rates of exchange (the international
gold-exchange  standard) than to improve Hungary's international economic
performance by promoting struttural adjustment. Most of the money ac-
quired from abroad went into infrastruttural  developments, the ben-
eficial economic effects of which were to be felt enly on the long
run. A great deal of foreign funds formally accounted as "agricultural
investments" actually financed compensations  for change of ownership
of estates mobilized  by the Land Reform. Industrial development,  which
got the last of the capi tal imported from abroad, was of an import-
substitutive  character; but its moderating effects upon the volume of
imports of finished goods might have been to a considerable extent off-
set by the increased need for imports of raw materials, semi-finished
products and machinery.

The Bank of England, the League's  Finantial  Committee' and, later,
Hungary's bankers in London and New York brought, from 1926 onwards,
increasing pressure  to bear on the Hungarian Covernment and the National
Bank to encourage them to discipline  the country's foreign borrowing by
improving its organization and by exercising central government control
over it.

The history of the policies of government  control and of the central-
ization of a partialar branch of foreign borrowing (the agricultural
mortgage business) is what constitutes the subjett of the rest of this
paper.

RESTRICTIVE CONTROL

The need for foreign resources  - however  enhanced  by ambitious schemes
of expenditure of the different ministries, by increasing unemployment
problems, by the lobbying of sectoral pressure  groups and by the per-
sistent deficit in the country's current international payments - did
not make Hungary's finantial management entirely forget about the dangers
connected with unrestricted borrowing. Though they sensed and acted on
the problem relatively late. The British Advisor to the National Bank
of Hungary, Harry A. Siepmann had started  worrying because of "the free
laxe campaign of borrowing" 10 already in May 1925, while the first signs
of cancern  on the part of the Hungarians tame enly a year after.



In August 1926, Finante Minister Janos Bud expressed his fears con-
cerning the great enthusiasm  different municipal authorities were show-
ingincontracting expensive  foreign loans to finante projects of little
urgency. Bud's colleagues in the Cabinet agreed that foreign loms should
be used for profitable investments to meet needs of high priority. 11

A month later, emphasizing.

"that Hungary should but gradually  make use of foreign loans
and that she must avail herself of such loans without en-
dangering the economic situation of the country thereby",

the Government  intervened at the prospective lender of a loan to the
Catholic Church in Hungary, because,

"the mast urgent claims have to be taken first of all into
consideration  and these are at present those of the City
of Budapest and of the Hungarian  cities, whilst the nego-
tiations of the proposed catholic loan might be postponed
to a later date."l*

On 24th September, 1926, upon the initiative of Finante  Minister Bud,
the Cabinet meeting unanimously adopted a resolution according to which,

“1.1 County, town or any institution operating under the
authority of the government  may carry on negotiations for
foreign loans only with the mediatian  of the ministry  of
finante.
2./ Contracts concerning foreign loans may be signed by
counties, toms or any institution operating under the
authority of the government  only when the government
and the National Bank have granted their consent.
3./ Contracts concesning domestic  loans may be concluded
enly with the consent of the finante ministry  and they
must be granted in Pengö currency."13

Same comments need be made in connection with this resolution. Firstly,
it was partly a confirmation  of a de facto practice as the counties, ac-
cording to a letter from June 1925, had already been,

"under the control of the Treasury, and Treasury sanction has to
be obtained not enly for their bud ets but also for any loan
projects which they put forward."l k
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No doubt, control might well have needed reinforcement as well as same
extension mer, for example, the borrowing of different religious bodies.
Setondly, it is important to note that the initiative or, at least, the
inspiration for the resolution tame from the National Bank (an indication
that Siepmann did not hide his misgivings from the general staff of the
Bank). In June 1926, the Intelligente  Department of the Bank (established
upon the initiative of Siepmann) circulated a study on the country's
foreign indebtedness and balante-of-payments problem. According to their
calculations, if radieal  changes failed to be effected in the countsy's
economy, an annual E6-7 millions of fresh foreign capita1 was needed to

keep the international payments in balante. This amount being more than
1 % of the national wealth, they felt, it was out of proportion with
the size of Hungary's economic organization. They proposed, therefore,
(a) that great precaution should be exercized  and 'productivity' cri-
teria strictly  applied when contracting new foreign loans; (b) that the
main cancern  for the coming years' economic and finantial policy should
be to secure the balante of international payments without contracting
new loans (a goal which, in their opinion, could be best achieved by:

1) further import-substitutive industrial development; 2) making agri-
culture's  export more competitive through changing its structure  to
the benefit of mest production and 3) by increasing invisible exports,
mainly  through the development of banking  services rendered  by Buda-
pest to the Balkans and the Middle-East). 15 Three months later, the
Chief of Intelligente  Department, Béla Imrédy took up the problem
again, rethinking it from the viewpoint of transfer. He argued that

foreign credit over and above the sum 'justified' by the deficit in the
balante  of payments necessarily increased either merchandise imports or
the country's money supply. Au increase in the money supply not corre-
sponding to a proportional expansion of economic activity would result
in inflation. The other possible consequence of overborrowing, an in-
crease in the country's merchandise imports, on the othes hand, would
most probably  lead to a further accumulation of debts as consumption
goods would constitute the bulk of the increase, Imrédy believed. His
conclusion was that,

"A sober assessment of the question Will confirm the attitude
of those who, not becoming dizzy by phrases on the fertilizing
effects  of foreign capita1 and by seeming results, adhere to
the old, wise Hungarian proverb:
you get'."l6

'The slower you go the fartber
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It is quite certain, that Siepmann did not only agrea with Imrédy's
conclusion  (though he might have opposed  to some of the policy proposals
put forward by him) but, to some degree, he inspired them toa. This is
clearly reflected by a short paragraph in Imrédy's letter to him, from
August 1926,

"Was Ihre geschätzte Ansicht betrifft, dass Ungarn die Gelegen-
heit des Borgens allzu sehr ausnützt, so teile ich sie voll-
kommen. Es währe deshalb sehr ertinscht, wenn eine gewisse
Begutachtung und Gutheissung der einzelnen Anleihen auch vom
valutaristhen bzw.
wiirde."l'

vom Standpunkte der Zahlungsbilanz erfolgen

The idea of control to exercise restriction did not need be an entirely
genuine innovation. In varying forms, the Germans had been exercising
government  control over foreign borrowing  of states, municipalities
and associations of municipalities  ever sinte November 1, 1924. 18

National Bank officials, unhappy about the excessive abundante of offers
of foreign money and lack of disciplined consideration,  selection  and
self-restriction on the Hungarian borrowers' end, got quite naturally
impressed by the German example. 19

There is no reason to doubt that it was the letter of National Bank
President Sandor Popovics, of August 16, 1926, that prompted  the Finante
Minister to initiate the Cabinet Resolution quoted above.  Summing up
the views held by the Bank's staff, Popovics complained of "an over-
heated interest" in long-term foreign borrowing  which ignored the un-
favourable  terms attainable on capita1 markets abroad. He wrote of
overborrowing  that imposed toa large a burden upon the country's ca-
pscity to earn the foreign exhange needed for debt servicing, and he
talled for restriction to prevent Hungarians  from scrambling for funds
on foreign markets (damaging  thereby the country's credit) and from
financing projects which could as well be cancelled or, at least, post-
poned. He was especially  concerned about the possible inflationary con-
sequences  of unrestricted borrowing and feared the scale of municipal
borrowing  might easily lead to an erosion of the sources of taxation
to the central budget. The contours of the Cabinet Resolution of Sep-
tember 24 can without difficulty be recognized  in Popovics' concrete
proposals as to the messures to be taken. He wanted that,

"the Cabinet resolve  that all loans offered  to the state, insti-
tutions of the state, municipal bodies and to institutions under
the supervision of the state might only be contracted upon the
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permission of the Finante Minister. He /the Finante Minister/
is to make his decisim (which is to be definitive) with re-
gard taken not enly to the security of the loan and to
whether its purpose was "orthy of support but also, and first
of all, to the timing of the floatation judged from the view-
point of the development of money supply. In this latter re-
spett, if you would agree to it, the resolution could include
a provision to the effect that the Minister of Finante shall
make his decisim after consultation  with the National Bank.
The resolution should forbid leaders  and representatives of
the different departments to negotiate, directly  or indirectly,
for loms. Negogiations that Will be considered necessary,
shall be carried on exclusively by the Finante Ministry."

London had not enly been, from the beginning, inspiring and encour-
aging this substantial departure from the liberal model of the 1924
League-of-Nations reconstruction scheme. They "ished to see even more
radieal messures  than what actually had been taken. Both Siepmann  and
Sir Otto Niemeyer (a senior official of the Treasury,  from 1927 on-
wards of the Bank of England, and member of the League's Finante Com-
mittee) were doing their best in trying to persuade  reluctant Hungarians
to extend central control over private borrowing as well. 21

The only concrete result of London's  efforts to push Hungarians  towards
a more comprehensive control was that Finante Minister Bud, upon Nie-
meyer's initiative in October 1926, agreed to a "close season"  in
London, that is, he gave an undertaking,

"that no Hungarian Loan would be issued on the London Market
until 1927, and not then until the Loan for the City of Buda-
pest has been floated."22

On ene occasion Bud even asked Niemeyer  to intervene in London at Hanbros
that they should postpone an issue for a Hungarian mutgage institute, he
himself lacking the power to prevent the transaction in Budapest. 23

There are also indications that Bud "as trying to accommodate Hungarian
borrowing in London to the "ishes and preferences of the Bank of England
by asking them in advance to give their views as to prospective issues.
For example, he promised not to permit issues of industrial mortgage
bonds in London as both Niemeyer and Siepmann had strongly objected
even to the idea of that type of security. 24 That was, however, just
about everything Bud could do to meet the "ishes of London, even if he
personally might have favoured the proposals of an overall government
control of foreign borrowing. 25
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The regulations remained as defined in September 1926 throughout
decade, though Budapest was compelled to consider afresh the whole
question of control in 1928. Having registered a retord deficit in

the

foreign trade in 1927 (enly to be surpassed in 1928) and upon the re-
ceipt of alarming  uews about the deterioration  of Hungarian Credit in
London,*' Prime Minister Count Bethlen and his colleagues (carrying
plans for investments of $130 millions in their hippockets) 27 felt it
both from the politital  and the financial  point of view necessary to
show a greater compliance in the question of control. They had been
fully aware that the foreign funding of their projects  would become
illusory  without London's  approval and cooperation.  As part of the
gesture, they initiated Niemeyer in the preparations for a new Bill
on control, asking  his views as to,

"how to control external borrowing by Hungary, by either publit
authorities or even, contingently, by private institutions."28

A separate meeting was arranged between Niemeyer and Bud on May 30,
1928, in Geneva,  with Sir William Goode, the Hungarian Government's
unofficial finantial adviser, present, to distuss the matter. 29 Nie-
meyer's suggestions, as a matter of fatt, were not as far-reaching as

the Hungarians might have expected. He proposed that an independent
Committee should be set up which, in addition to the existing powers
as to municipal borrowing, should be entitled to veto foreign loans
for churches and other semi-publit associations. This Committee of

three, composed of a permanent Government  official, the President of
the National Bank and a nominee of the private banks, should also have
power to veto the issue abroad of land mortgage  bonds, providing the
establishment of a central land mortgage institute (on which nego-
tiations had been on foot, with interruptions, ever sinte 1925) proved
impossible. 30

The Bill, after som wrangling between the Finante Ministry and the
National Bank, had been given its definite formulation  by July 7, 1928. 31

From the viewpoint of organisation it did not differ much from the ar-
rangements  of 1926, placing  the power and responsibility of control
into the hands of the Finance Minister who was to consult the Minister
of Interior (in case of municipal borrowing)  and the National Bank (in
case of all borrowing proposed to be made through issue of borids).. The
most important  consequence of dropping theideaof a Committee  of three
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was that the private banks had been entirely denied the possibility of
directly and independently making themselves heard in the process of
decisim-making.  This proved to be the more significant  as the domain
of control had now been proposed  to cover all issues of bonds wholly or
partially, directly or indirectly placed abroad. In that respect  the
Bill fully reflected, if not even surpassed, Niemeyer's Geneva sug-
gestions. The regulation was proposed  to remain valid until December
31, 1931. The Bill's introduction was planned for the autumn session
of the Parliament in 1928, but everybody concerned was informed that
they were expected to att in conformity  with the Bill's provisions
from the Cabinet meeting of 3uly 8, 1928, onwards.

However, the Bill had never become Law. It had not even been intro-
duced to Parliament. It had been torpedoed before it could reach legis-
lation by Popovics. The President of the National Bank had been away
from Budapest when the text of the Bill took its final shape as ap-
proved  by the Cabinet. Upon his arrival, he sent off a lorigg"  letter to
the Finante Minister and to Count Bethlen, wherein he enumerated  sev-
era1 fields there he saw clouds of a "zunehmende  Etatisierung" gather-

ing. 32 Against this he, correctly, emphasized  that the policy of econ-
omic reconstruction as elaborated in cooperation  with the Finantial
Committee of the League, was built upon the principles of individual-
istic capitalism and of freedom of trade. On these principles he was
not willing to compromise, not even with regard to control of foreign
borrovring. There he thought that while rigorous restriction  upon the
publit  sector's borrowing was absolutely justified and necessary,
government  control of private borrowing would mean entirely to miss
the point and to damage the country's  economic development.  The pri-
vate sector,  he argued, was compelled to observe economic criteria in
their borrowing, unlike publit authorities which, free of constraints
that would make them follow economic considerations, were by their
very nature prone to anarchistic scramble for domestic and foreign
funds entirely disregarding the mast elementary  economic norms and ir-
reparably eroding the country's  credit on capita1 markets  abroad. To
give more weight to his arguments Popovics threatened with resignation
if the Government could not see its way to check the tendency of in-
creasing state interference with economic activity.

But other considerations  too had persuaded Bethlen  to abstain from
the introduction of the Bill. First of all, by the setond half of 1928
the flood of loan offers from abroad  had diminished to a thin trickle
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causing the gold and gold-exchange  reserves of the central bank to dry
up. The Hungarian economy  proved to have addicted itself to foreign
borrowing. Withdrawal symptoms, such as the repeated liquidity problems
of the bank of issue from 1928 onwards, necessitating the help of cen-
tral bank cooperation,  bore witness  to this. Thus, the spirit prevail-
ing in the setond half of 1928 and afterwards could hudly be conducive
to any development  of restrictive  controls. 33 Bethlen might also have
calculated with the adverse reaction of private business when he aban-
doned the idea of comprehensive government  control of foreign borrowing.
Of the attitude of Hungary's business community  Montagu  Norman toa had
an opportunity to get soma impression. When, in October 1927, he re-
ceived Istvan Berndt, a prominent 'agrarian' member of the Board of the
National Bank, he raised the question of Hungary's overborrowing  abroad
and suggested "that after a surfeit it was frequently necessary to re-
store one's health by starving for a day or two." Bern?it promptly
answered to him: "starving is not an agreeable occupation. 1134

GOVERNMENT CENTRALISATION OF BORROWING

The idea that the Government should  promote agricultural long-term foreign
borrowing originated from late 1924, when it became clear that a con-
siderable part of the Reconstruction Loan would not be needed for bal-
ancing the budget. As early as in July 1924 the Government  "as already
considering  to ask the Gommissioner  General to release a half million
dollars of the "Loan Monies" for "investment purposes". 35 In January
1925 the suggestion appeared  that "idle Loan Monies"  could,

"enable the Hungarian Government  to buy land mortgage bonds
/for about $ 4,5 millions/ pending their being raised or
distributed in Hungary or abroad  among investors."?

Mid-February 1925 the Finantial Committee  of the League gavs its consent
to the Government to use, under certain conditions, Loan Monies for pro-
ductive investments during the coming fistal year (1925/26),  and to the
immediate  execution of the plan to stimulate agricultural production
by purchase of mortgage bonds out ofextra-budgetmonies  at the Govern-
ment's disposal, pending the placing  of the bonds abroad. 37 Those extra-
budget monies  were soon found. 0x1 31st March, 1925, an agreement was

concluded  between the Government  and the National Bank to allo" the for-
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mer to use, temporarily, the proceeds of the liquidation of the State
Note Institute and of the Austro-Hungarian  Bank ($3.5 millions) for
the purchase of mortgage bonds pending the placing of these bands in
the hands of private investors, instead of immediately  applying the
sum to the reduction of the State Debt to the Bank. 38

Preliminary negotiations with London houses for the placing of Hungarian
land mortgage bonds had been started already in December 1924 by the
Government through its representatives, Baron Frigyes KorZnyi (Hungarian
Minister in Paris) and Sir William Goode. 39 The plan that the Govern-
ment was able to present in March, 1925, seemed to bankers in the City
to provide a rather attractive  opportunity of investment. The Hungarian

proposal was as follows:

(1) A cooperative association with legal entity of the leading Hungarian
banks and land mortgage institutes (including all the important banks with
the exception of the Hungarian-Italian Bank and the British-Hungarian
Bank who did not wish to participate)  was to be formed with a view to
the issue and administration of land urortgage bonds of a uniform type.

(2) Under the supervision of a Government Gommissioner, possessing
right to veto loan transactions, and according to principles to be first
approved by the Government, the Syndicate would grant loans against  the
security of first mortgage upon free and unincumbered land up to a sum
not exceeding 20 % of the land's value, the total of this lending being
divided among the participsting institutions in proportion to their ef-
fective gold capital. The actual loans would be arranged  and contracted
by the individual banks and approved  by the Syndicate and the Gommissioner.
Then the bank would assign its claim, giving its own guaranty for the
paynent of interest  and capita1 of the loan, to the Syndicate  by an entry
on the Land Register. The Syndicate would then issue the uniform mort-
gage bonds possessing the security of all the mortgages assigned  to the
Syndicate as well as the guaranty of the individual banks granting the
loans to the landowners.

(3) The Government would then invest the sum of approximately  E900.000

($4,374,000), which they may temporarily use under their agreement  with
the National Bank, into the first issue of these bonds with a view to
placing them on foreign axarkets.

The Government intended to offer the bonds first to the London Market
for private placing, proposing, as a basis for discussion, the duration
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of the bonds to be 30 or 25 years with the right of redemptiom after
five years; the rate of interest to be 8 % and the issue price at about
94, the London group taking the bonds at 90. 40 The proposal  held good
until 30th April, 1925. Rotschilds  liked the plan very much and they
were eager to secure the business for themselves but, owing to the over-
all embargo on foreign borrowing imposed on the market by the Bank of
England to defend Sterling's position, they could only urge the Hungarian
Government to postpone the marketing of the bonds for one or two years,
until the position changed in England. 41

But the Government could not wait. Their next step was to go and try
on the New York market. It was at this phase when the concept of a
Government Cel.tral Mortgage Bank entered the whole plan and the process
of negotiations, Speyers, the Hungarian Government's bankers in New
York, suggested the establishment of a new Central Mortgage Bank with
the majority  of its stock to be owned by the Government. For the deben-
tures of such a bank, they said, they "could create a good market". 42

At this point of time, however, the Hungarian Government had already
decided to go ahead with the first part of the original scheme, i.e., to
lend the £900,000 for agricultural  credit through the principal Buda-
pest banks "leaving  the question  of the issue and placing  abroad  of the
resultant mortgage bonds to be decided at a later date. 1143 Thus. they
also had to announce the basic conditions applying to the borrowing of
the landowners  (8 % interest and about 80 per cent. of the loans nominal
value paid to the hands of the borrower). 44 These terms became then norma-
tive guidelines for the negotiations and bargaining with prospective
foreign lenders.

The Government's conditions  for accepting  Speyers proposal  as to the
creation of a central mortgage bank, provided an agreement could be
reached with the Budapest private banks, wefe, among others, that Speyers
agreed to fix the price of issue in advance so that the Hungarian land-
owner gets 86 or, at least, 84 % of the face value of the bonds (the
spread allowed to New York not exceeding 6 1/2 points).  The mode of
operation of the central institute was suggested to be the same as that
of the Syndicate of private banks planned in March for the creation of
uniform land mortgage bonds. 45

Speyers, however, did not want to agree to a firm price in advance
and then to wait 3-4 months for the Hungarians. who had to have lent
the sum which they "ished to get refinanced by New York. Speyers wanted
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to fix the price when the time tame to make the issue. This, besides
their insisting upon a spread of 7 1/2 points, was urnacceptable for the
Rungarians. 46 In September 1925 the negotiations broke off and the ground
was clear to be taken over by the Market.

NORMATIVE CONTROL AND PRIVATE CENTRALISATION

Control, tompetition  and cooperation, in a fairly  regular sequence fol-
lowing each other, were characterizing the relationship  between the
Government and the private banks. Their sequence truly reflected the
repeated efforts to conclude agreement as to the issue of uniform mort-
gage bonds with leading international bankers and the ending of these ef-
forts repeatedly in no results.

When negotiations for centralised borrowing were in progress, restric-
tion was. As a rule,  imposed upon independent action by the private banks.
This was done as much in the interests of the final borrower and of Hungarian
Credit in-general  as on the express demand of London or New York houses who
wanted to defend the value of the investments already made and, not least,
could have - by centralisation at the Hungarian end - monopolised a con-
siderable portion of Hungarian investment opportunities.

Approaching London in the spring of 1925, the Government extracted
"satisfactory assurances"  from the Budapest banks participsting  in the

plan,

"as to not offering Hungarian land mortgage bonds on the London
Market over a period to be defined subjett to the present plan
coming into effective operation."47

This agreement was in forte until April 30, 1925. But as the exploratory
talks shifted from London to New York, it was understood that,

"any American  group would undoubtedly make the same stipulation
regarding the banks not offering similar bonds in New York as
they made in the case of London. If Speyers or other American
groups are prepared to make an issue it would then be up to
the Budapest banks to agree that they keep off the New York
axarket or to refuse to accept the money under those con-
ditions."4g
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Indeed, the embargo on independent negotiations for mortgage bond is-
sues was prolonged first until June 30, and then again,  until the end
of September, 1925. 49

When, however, the negotiations with New York broke down, the restric-
tive phase of the 'control cycle' tame to an end and gavs way to in-
dependent negotiations by the private banks. But, with a view to con-
tingent resumption  of talks on centralised issues in the future, the
Government "ished to regulate the working  of the market by setting the
norm that the banks should not arrange for long-term agricultural credits
on terms less favourable than those applied in the Government's f900,OOO
scheme (which, by then, had been: 35 years' duration; 7 1/2 % interest;
86 1/2 % yield from issued bonds in the hands of the landowners).

"if they /the banks/ intend to procure credit in America or
England - said Minister Bud in October 1925 - on the basis
of mortgage bond issue or against the security of mort-
gages, they should inform /the Minister of Finante/  in de-
tails of their negotiations and, until July 30, 1926, "hen,
it is hoped, things will have been definitely settled, they
should not conclude any agreements without the prior per-
mission granted in writing by the Minister."50

The phase of normative control, when the banks were compelled to com-
pete with the terms of the Government's f900,OOO scheme lasted,  with a
short interruption in May 1928, until the autumn of 1928, when nego-
tiations with the National City Company of New York for centralised land
roortgage business commenced. During those three years the Hungarian  banks
contracted $54 millions of long-term loans abroad for agricultural pur-

poses.51
But enly because the Government failed to come to terms with the

international bankers, the motivation to create and offer uniform security
through combining the land mortgage business of the private banks did
not cease to exist after the expiration of the embargo on independent
negotiations. On the contrary, combination at both ends - in Budapest

as well as in Uew York - appeared to be the mast effective  way of intro-
ducing Hungarian  agricultural securities to the American market. The
Hungarian Commercial  Bank of Pest, the Hungarian General Credit Bank
and the First National Savings  Bank Association of Pest concluded an

agreement, already in September 1925, to create a cooperative for the
issue of mortgage bonds in America through a joint organization  of
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American houses.52 The model followed by the Cooperative of Hungarian
Banks for the Issus of Mortgage Bonds was that of the proposals for the
Syndicate of the Government's plan of March 1925. Mortgages acquired by
the individual participsting  banks through granting loans to landowners
were assigned  to the Cooperative which, then, issued its uniform bonds
to be sold to the European Mortgage and Investment Corporation, Boston,
a holding Company established by J. Henry Schröder & Co., New York, and
Lee, Higginson & Co., Boston. Taking the Hungarian papers inta its port-
folio, the European Mortgage and Investment Corporation issued its own
bonds on the American market. 53 About 38 % of the above named total of
$54 millions was contracted by the Cooperative.

At the beginning, the Government was not toa happy about the initiat-
ive of the Commercial  Bank. Their apprehensions were enhanced  by the
criticism levelled against the banks' plan by Sir William Goode. Goode
objected to the tompetition the Cooperative would create  to the detri-
ment of the Government's plan and of the banks left outside. 54 As, how-
ever, the business proposed  by the Cooperative could meet the norms de-
fined in the £900,000 scheme and as neither the plan of overall central-
isation seemed to have good chances to bear fruits in the near future,
nor the so-talled  altruistic  institutes and other banks outside the Co-
operative seemed to lack opportunities to borrow  on land mortgages,  the
Government saw no reason for preventing them from going ahead, under
the supervision of a Gommissioner. 55 Goode's objections toa subsided
soon, especially  when he had taken a Director's seat on the Board of the
Cooperative.

Though extensive borrowing  by the Cooperative as well as by 'out-
siders' went on until late 1928, talks on a centralisation scheme for
land mortgage  business were again started in February 1928, then upon
the unitiative of the National City Co. of New York. 56 There was no
principal differente between the National City proposals and those of
Speyers, at least not as to the organisation of the issue of land mort-
gage bonds through a central institute funded partly by the Government. 57

The negotiations started off a new period of restrictive  control. It
is to be remembered that the talks with the National City coincided
with the discussions  and half-consistent steps taken with regard to an
overall government control of foreign borrowing. This time, however,
neither the policy of centralised borrowing on land mortgage bonds, nor
restrictive control could count upon a submissive cooperation on the
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part of the private banks. In the wake of the transition from restrictive
to normative control, the banks' activity in foreign borrowing, es-
pecially in the field of marketing land mortgage bonds, had gatbered mo-
arentum. The logit of that business demanded  of them to accumulate  in
their portfolio debentures acquired against  loans granted  to landowners
and only when they have themselves lent enough at home could they go and
try to get these mortgage loans refinanced by foreign issues. This mech-
anism made them somewhat vulnerable, especially in 1928 when they started
facing troubles in their extensive industrial interests having to sup-
port them by massive purchases of their shares. In that rather strained
liquidity position it is quite understandable that the banks disliked
sudden stops to their foreign borrowing resulting from negotiations on
the large centralisation scheme without predictable results. R. Tyler,
representative in Budapest of the Trustee of the 1924 Reconstruction
Loan, writes in a letter,

"that the banks already have a large mass of mortgages  in
hand concluded on the assumption that they are ;;8serve
as a basis for issues or placements  in America.

The Budapest banks' "obstructive attitude"  shown during the negotiations
with the National City had also to do with their opinion that a 1/4 or
1/2 of one point improvement  in the yield reaching the Hungarian bor-
rower out of the nominal value of the loans did hardly make the monopol-
isation of Hungarian mortgage business for the National City or for any
other Western banking group really worthwhile. 59 There were quite a few
influential people in Budapest who thought the private banks should be
forced in line by coercion. 60 The Government  and the National Bank, how-
ever, placed the emphasis on Persuasion instead. But even if they had
wanted, they could not afford the use of coercive messures.  Given the
disastrous shape of the country's  balante  of international payments,  it
would have been a suicidal policy to restritt or forbid private borrow-
ing on at least as good terms as what the abortive centralisation scheme
would have provided for. Thus, when the negotiations with the National
City broke off in mid-June, private borrowing got green light to take
off again and it proceeded relatively fruitfully contracting same $13
millions between June and November 1928. 61 When the talks with the
National City were resumed  in late October, the Hungarian  part had still
been adhering to the policy of harmonizing  the interests of landowners,
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the Government, the National Bank and of the private banks. That policy
implied that no agreement could be concluded with the Americans that
would impose less favourable terms than what the private banks them-
selves could attain independently. Therefore, the negotiations with the
National City for borrowing on land mortgages through a central mort-
gage bank funded by the Budapest private banks and the Government tame
to an end late May 1929, without having led to any result. Conditions
on the New York market had by then considerably deteriorated, and the
offer of the National City was worse by 3 points than what they pro-
posed originally. 62 The private banks had better offers than that and
they had been willing to accept the National City proposal enly if the
Finantial  Minister would have declared  it necessary from the point of
view of the exhange situation. Minister Wekerle consulted Sandar
Popovics, who said that the National Bank's position did not make it
desirable to accept the offer. 63

As Wekerle and his colleagues  decided  they "would not prevent the
single institutes in placing their own mortgage bonds under acceptable
terms",64 normative control tame again to replace  restriction.  The
banks, carrying some $15-18 millions of land mortgages, 65 had thus been
able to borro" $10 millions more on that "best Hungarian security" before
the foreign sources of Hungarian finante entirely and definitely dried

UP.

CONCLUSION

Contrary to the expectations and assumptions of post-war reconstruction
plans, the Hungarian  economy did not develop on a free-market  basis with
State interférence  reduced to a minimum. In systemic terms, the 1920s
seem to have been the beginning of a new era rather than a period of re-
stored continuity with the pre-1914 institutional arrangements. Preach-
ing liberal maxims was loud indeed - nearly everybody was much against
Government intervention, 'in principle', but very few resisted to the
'zunehmende Etatisierung' when it tame to concrete policy decisions.

Instead of leaving the arena of foreign borrowing, as it had been
contemplated in the 1924 Reconstruction Scheme, the State (the publit
sector) remained  to be the major channel for foreign long-term funds

streaming to Hungary, throughout the decade.
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TABLE 4. Sectoral Distribution of Hungary's Long-Term
Foreign Borrowing, 1924 - 1929

A B C

Nominal Value Actual Yield "B" as a %-age
$millions  % $millions  % of "Al'

Central Government 61.4 25.2 50.5 23.6 82.25

Rest of Publit Sector
(counties,  towns, villages
and churches) 59.8 24.6 51.4 24.0 85.95
Agriculture 75.6 31.1 70.3 32.8 92.99
Urban Estate Owners 18.9 7.8 17.7 8.3 93.65
Industry 27.5 11.3 24.3 11.3 88.36

Total 243.2 100.0 214.2 100.0 88.08

Source: On the basis of data from a manuscript-fragment, "Hungary's
Foreign Loans", OL 212, 19.cs.5.t.

The preference of lending markets to contract with publit authorities
or with borrowing organisations enjoying the guaranty or other form of
support of the State played an important role in bringing about the in-
stitutional structure of borrowing shown in Table 4. Not constrained di-
rectly  by profitability or, indeed, by any other economic considerations,
central and municipal authorities were, no doubt, 'rackless borrowers'.
Their relative indifferente  to the terms attainable made them a mighty
competitor for foreign funds to the detriment of the borrowing of pri-

vate business in general, and to the detriment of the foreign borrowing
of their own country's private sector in particular.

According to a familiar pattern, malfunctions  caused by the deep in-
cursion of the State into the field of foreign borrowing appeared  to ca11
for more State intervention.

Pressure exerted by the Bank of England affected to a considerable
degree the formulation  in Budapest of policies of overall government
control and of centralised agricultural borrowing. Cancern  about 'in-
discriminate borrowing by Hungary' expressed on numerous  occasions, truly
reflected the fatt that Montagu Norman and his colleagues lost their be-
lief in the healing capacity of automatic market fortes,  at least, in
Hungary.
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"1 hope and, on the whole, 1 believe - wrote Siepmann to
his Governor à propos Hungary's decontrol  by the League
in mid-1926 - that the League will have the wisdom to
get out of this under;t$ing while it still looks some-
thing like a success.

Control  in Budapest would have been a convenient means,  from the Bank
of England's  point of view, to restritt Hungarian borrowing as well as
to make it better organised and planned  in order to prevent damages to
the value of investments already made into Hungarian papers.

The major private bankers of Hungary in London and New York toa brought

pressure to bear upon the Bethlen Government to discipline and organise
the country's borrowing. The very idea of a Central Land Mortgage Bank
with a majority participation of the Government and a monopoly on foreign
issues of mortgage bonds, tame from Speyers. In late 1928, the co-
operation of several American  banks with the National City in financing
the planned issues of a Central Hungarian Land Mortgage Institue was
made conditional  upon the Government's  exercising its 'powers'  (never
really granted by the legislation)  over the country's foreign borrow-
ing. During different loan negotiations in the late 1920s. early 193Os,
Finante Minister Wekerle and Count Bethlen were consistently reminded
by the London Rothschilds of the necessity of putting the 1928 Bill on
control into effect. 67

Domestic considerations,  however, did not always lead Government pol-
icy in the direction  preferred by the country's major creditors  abroad.
The Hungarians  had the firm belief that an annual borrowing of $30-40
millions was an inevitable  necessity springing from the very nature of
the country's post-Trianon economic structure. Restrictive control,
therefore, seemed to them to be justifiable enly against borrowing above
that amount  and only if the restriction was hoped to help in restructur-
ing foreign borrowing so as to achieve an improvement in the terms and
the use of the loans.  As the staff of the National Bank put it,

"Restrictions upon foreign borrowing serve two purposes . . .
ene objective  is to prevent the use of foreign loans for un-
necessary or postponable investments made at the expense of
more desirable projects. The other objective of restrictions
is to secure that foreign loans are contracted cm such con-
ditions and at such a pace as would not have a disadvan-
tageous influence on the terms of Hungary's foreign credit."68
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There existed a fairly general consensus as to the need, in principle,

of same kind of control over foreign borrowing with a view to the
country's balante-of-payments position.

The result  of different p-ressures and considerations,  contradicting
each other more ofta than not, was a combination of policies - varying

in time and in the different sectors  of the economy  - of restrictive
control, normative control, government centralisation and private central-

isation of borrowing.
Restrictive  control was exercised by the Government over the borrow-

ing of municipalities and churches from September 1926 onwards. 69

Government centralisation of borrowing "as prompted by the need to

provide Hungarian agriculture, industry and municipalities with access
to the international capita1 roarkets, offering their own securities.
Examples: the loans arranged by the Government for the associations of
Hungarian counties and towns. In terms of volume of borrowing, the least
successful undertaking on these lines "as the National Hungarian In-
dustrial Mortgage Institute, established in August 1928 with an 80 %
participation  by the Government and 20 % by industrial associations
(even this 20 % was actually paid in by the Government). Due to strong
objections of the Bank of England against Hungary's borrowing for in-
dustrial purposes, the Institute could not even approach London, and it
made altogether ene transaction of $5 millions in New York. 70

The data in Table 4 indicate that borrowing on mortgages  (for agri-
culture and for urban estates) brought a considerable portion of the
total imports of foreign long-term funds, and at far the best terms.
In that item the contribution of private centralisation, that is, of
the Cooperative of Hungarian Banks for the Issue of Mortgage Bonds is ac-
counted for.

The Cooperative contracted more than $13 millions, on terms which met

the standards demanded by the Government.
Normative control combined with non-coercive, private centralisation

of borrowing was probably the most adequate and successful way of pur-
suing the objects of State interference in the field. After all, there
might have been same advantages in entrusting banks with functions  which
had, for a rather lorigg"  time, been their profession and trade.
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